**The Nippon Paint Group**
Nippon Paint Group, based in Japan, has over 139 years of experience in the paint and coatings industry. It is among the leading paint manufacturers of the world and is number one in Asia. Nippon Paint produces high quality paints and coats for the automotive, industrial and decorative sectors.
Over the years, Nippon Paint has perfected its products by means of breakthrough paint technology with emphasis on innovation and eco-friendliness. We are driven by the philosophy of enhancing life through innovations, to consistently deliver paint solutions that not only serve your needs, but also protect the world we live in.

**Nippon Paint India**
Nippon Paint India is more than 13 years old and is steadily making head-way into the paint market. Nippon Paint has a range of interior, exterior and enamel finishes. To showcase its prowess in technology, the company also has a range of speciality products.

**Beautiful paints for beautiful interiors**
A coat of paint is truly an art inspired by science. Every hue brings with it a fresh wave of emotion and brings your interiors to life. Nippon Paint leverages world-class technology and innovation to bring to your home kaleidoscopic colour choices and superior features. These include breakthrough odour-less technology, low VOC, anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties, easy washability, durability and more. Choose Nippon Paint for your interiors. Give your home the facelift it deserves.

**Go Green No Matter Which Colour You Choose**
At Nippon Paint, we are committed to keeping our planet safe. That's why our products are designed to enhance the quality of your life, while protecting our environment and preserving precious resources. Our practices and philosophy are deeply rooted in the belief that we must ‘preserve this beautiful and irreplaceable Earth for future generations’. We have extended our Green philosophy to a wide range of products. So join us, make Nippon Paint a part of your homes and help keep the planet Green, the way it’s meant to be. All Nippon Paint production factories are state-of-the-art with strict adherence to our Green philosophy.

**NIPPPON PAINT SATIN GLO PRIME**
Luxury Interior Emulsion is based on pure acrylic emulsion formulated to impart high sheen to decorate interior walls. It possesses excellent washability and stain resistance to keep the walls beautiful for long. It’s a low VOC product which ensures safe and healthy interiors. Its anti-bacterial property provides proven protection against bacteria.

Note: For darker shades one or two additional coat recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition.
Note: For darker shades one or two additional coat recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition.
**NIPPON PAINT MATEX GOLD** is a premium acrylic emulsion which provides a smooth sheen finish to interior walls. It delivers excellent coverage, possesses good washability and has low VOC, hence maintaining a healthy home.

**NIPPON PAINT VINILEX** is a specially formulated water based modified acrylic emulsion paint for interior walls. It is durable, washable and provides a superior smooth finish. It offers good hiding and spreading qualities.

**NIPPON PAINT BREEZE** is an Economy Interior Emulsion that provides a smooth finish. It contains Low VOC and is odourless. It delivers an excellent finish by covering any stains or spots on wall surfaces.

**NIPPON PAINT MATEX EZ WASH** Help your wall fight back stains by applying Nippon Paint Matex EZ Wash Washable Interior Emulsion. With excellent value for money, Matex EZ Wash is washable, has high durability and imparts a silky, smooth finish. This modified acrylic emulsion has superior cleaning properties that give you spotless interiors. It resists fungal growth and emits a fresh fragrance.

**Note:** For darker shades one or two additional coat recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition.
Make your first impressions last - Exterior paint
Your home’s façade stands exposed to the critical eye of first impressions. And first impressions are seldom forgotten. Nippon Paint’s range of exterior paints lasts a lifetime, boasting of properties like water-resistance, dirt-pickup resistance, anti-algae, anti-fungi, alkali-resistance and UV-resistance. These exterior emulsions protect and preserve the freshness of your home, and the impression it leaves. Choose Nippon Paint for your interiors. Give your home the facelift it deserves.
NIPPON PAINT WEATHERBOND ADVANCE is an all-weather protection exterior paint which possesses a unique lamination technology with silicone, providing twice the toughness and durability resulting in supreme protection against harsh weather conditions.

NIPPON PAINT WEATHERBOND PRO is a high performance, pure acrylic exterior painting system which offers outstanding protection for exterior surfaces. The product also offers unique protection against water, algal attack, dust pick up, hairline crack bridging, efflorescence and extreme weathering. Weatherbond PRO system provides effective waterproofing and anti-carbonation properties.

NIPPON DURAFRESH SOLO is a specially formulated Self Priming Exterior Emulsion paint having systematic UV crosslinking mechanism exhibiting Excellent balance of flexibility and dirt pick-up resistance. It exhibits Heat Ban Technology which reduces surface temperature by up to 7°C. It imparts a rich sheen finish and has anti-algal resistance to keep your walls fresh for longer time.

NIPPON PAINT SUMO XTRA is a specially formulated water based emulsion with colour-lock technology which ensures that the colours look bright and clean. Its unique water resistant property keeps your exterior walls protected and beautiful for long.

Note: For darker shades one or two additional coat recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition. For warranty terms, please visit www.nipponpaint.co.in.
NIPPON PAINT SAMURAI is a specially formulated water based acrylic emulsion paint ideally suited for dry and moderately humid climatic conditions. It is anti-peel, anti-fungal and resists fading. It is durable and offers good hiding and spreading.

- **High Durability**
- **Low VOC**
- **Anti-algal**

NIPPON PAINT SHOGUN is a specially formulated acrylic-modified based exterior emulsion paint suitable for exterior dry and less humid weather conditions. Its superior ingredients ensure that the exterior wall is protected from algal & fungal attack hence keeping it spotless for long.

- **Water Resistance**
- **Anti-algal**
- **Excellent Hiding**

NIPPON PAINT FLOOR GUARD is a superior quality paint, which was specifically developed to provide an exceptional hard, durable, adhesion. It is an acrylic emulsion coating for cement and paver blocks. It has excellent alkali resistance properties, and provides complete protection against the weather.

- **Excellent Scrub Resistance**
- **Excellent Adhesion**
- **Low VOC**

NIPPON PAINT ROOF COATING is an acrylic paint that is specially formulated for painting and re-painting asbestos and roof tiles. It is easy to apply and forms a smooth, tough, durable film with excellent sheen. It is also resistant to fungi/algae, water and dirt.

- **Water Repellent**
- **Low VOC**
- **High Sheen**

Note: For darker shades one or two additional coat recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition. For warranty terms, please visit www.nipponpaint.co.in.
Aesthetics lie in the rhythm and balance of a space. Wood and metal brought together, create a unique setting that can be manipulated to create ancient charm or modern functionality. As beautiful as these surfaces are, wood and metal are sensitive to natural elements and need to be cared for. Fortunately, Nippon Paint has a range of products that can help you keep them beautiful and healthy.

**Enhancing the interiors and exteriors - Paints for wood & metal**

NIPPON PAINT ATOM 2-IN-1 multi-purpose Emulsion is flat and durable paint which makes it ideal for both interior and exterior surfaces. Following extensive R&D and by listening to our decorating partners’ inputs, this dynamic paint has been developed for maximum performance which is based on acrylic modified emulsion.

- Superior Washability
- Low VOC
- Low Odour
- 2-in-1 Emulsion
- 3 Year Protection

NIPPON PAINT SATIN ENAMEL is a specially-blended enamel paint that protects and beautifies interiors, exteriors, wood, metal and masonry surfaces. It imparts a rich, satin finish with a soft sheen and forms a layer which is tough, washable and is long-lasting. It is resistant to alkali, stains and water.

- Lead-free
- Excellent Hiding
- High Mar Resistance

Note: For darker shades one or two additional coat recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition.
NIPPON PAINT BODELAC ENAMEL is a specially-blended, alkyd-based synthetic enamel. It has no added lead or chrome compounds, thus making it safe. It has excellent gloss retention and is suitable for a wide variety of interior and exterior metal, wood and masonry surfaces.

NIPPON PAINT AQUA BODELAC Water based enamel Semi gloss provides rich satin finish and can be used for walls and masonry surfaces. It is safe, low odour, low VOC with excellent washability and durability.

NIPPON PAINT ATOM ENAMEL is high gloss easy to use alkyd based economy enamel which can be used for different surfaces like metal, wood and masonry surface. It gives excellent gloss finish.

NIPPON PAINT AQUA BODELAC Water based enamel Semi gloss provides rich satin finish and can be used for walls and masonry surfaces. It is safe, low odour, low VOC with excellent washability and durability.

NIPPON PAINT CLEARTONE PU is a two-pack polyurethane finish which protects the wood and maintains its natural beauty. It comes in gloss and matt finishes for multiple surfaces. Its tough film ensures no scratches and stains on the wood. The acid and alkali resistant property protects the surface from household cleansers. It is resistant to UV, algal and fungal attacks.

Available for both Interior & Exterior.
Before painting your walls, preparing your walls is a first step to ensure that your paints last long. Nippon Paint has a range of undercoats that serve as preparatory coating before painting on a surface. Undercoats help ensure the adhesion of paint to the surface, increase the durability of the paint itself, and protect the surface that is being painted.

Available for Interior.

**MELAMIC**

**Interior Wood Finish**

**NIPPON PAINT MELAMIC** is a specially formulated, solvent-based, two-pack transparent wood finish for interiors. Its superior low odour formulation not only protects wood and veneers from scratches and stains but also enhances its aesthetics.

Available for Interior.

**WOOD MAGIC**

**NIPPON PAINT WOOD MAGIC** is a highly durable, single pack polyurethane-based paint that beautifies and protects wood surfaces. While it enhances the elegant and rich look of natural wood, it also protects furniture for long periods.

Available for both Interior & Exterior.

**DR.BOND**

**EFFLORESCENCE RESISTANT SEALER** is a water-based penetrating sealer for concrete masonry and lime based surfaces. The product penetrates below the substrates surface and blocks lime from coming on to the surface.

Available for both Interior & Exterior.

Note: For darker shades one or two additional coat recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition.
Note: For darker shades one or two additional coats recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition.
**LATEX EXTERIOR PRIMER**

*NIPPON PAINT LATEX EXTERIOR PRIMER* is water-based and is specially formulated for exterior cement, concrete and plastered surfaces. Its unique alkaline resistant formula provides extra protection to the top coat. It is also algal and fungal resistant.

- Low VOC
- Anti-fungal
- Good Opacity

**WOOD PRIMER**

*NIPPON PAINT WOOD PRIMER* is a solvent-based undercoat with good adhesion and anti-fungal properties for different wooden surfaces.

- Anti-fungal
- Good Opacity

**MULTI-PURPOSE SOLVENT PRIMER**

*NIPPON PAINT MULTI-PURPOSE SOLVENT PRIMER* is a solvent-based undercoat for different types of wood, POP, gypsum and cement surfaces.

- Lead-free

**RED OXIDE METAL PRIMER**

*NIPPON PAINT RED OXIDE METAL PRIMER* is a specially formulated undercoat for metal surfaces. It has anti-corrosive properties and provides good adhesion to the top coat.

- High Solid Content
- Superior Quality of Red Oxide

Note: For darker shades one or two additional coat recommended. Actual coverage of paints depends on porosity and substrate condition.

*Actual coverage is dependent on the substrate condition.*
Walltron is a range of state-of-the-art construction solutions to protect your home for longer. Walltron products and services cater to an exhaustive list of requirements ranging from fungicidal solutions to repair polymers and adhesives. Our products include Kleanwall, N-Seal, Wall+, EnhanceR, Stylfix and Aquasil.

**Reduces heat up to 7°C**

**Crack Bridging**

**Excellent Adhesion**

**6 Year Protection**

**Ante Efflorescence**

**Alkali Resistant**

**Waterproof**

**Waterproof Dirt Pick-up Resistant**

---

**HYDROSHIELD SEALER**

**NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON HYDROSHIELD SEALER** is an acrylic based penetrating primer designed for fresh concrete surfaces or highly alkaline substrate. It resists efflorescence and provides excellent sealing property.

Coverage: 90-100 sq.ft/litre/ one coat

Dilution: upto 75% by volume

---

**HYDROSHIELD DAMPROOF**

**NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON HYDROSHIELD DAMPROOF** is a fiber reinforced elastomeric coating used for waterproofing. It forms a thick elastic film which covers, cracks and blocks water, thus offering excellent waterproofing.

Coverage: Horizontal Surface: *10-12 sq ft/ltr
Vertical Surface: *25-30 sq ft/ltr
Exterior Emulsion (Topcoat): *60-70 sq ft/ltr/ coat

---

**HYDROSHIELD WATERPROOF EXTERIOR EMULSION (TOPOAT)**

**NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON HYDROSHIELD** is a self cross-linking acrylic emulsion based coating. It is used as waterproof and durable coating to protect exterior walls. It gives excellent waterproofing, elasticity, breathability and crack bridging properties.

Coverage:
Dampproof (Basecoat): *25-30 sq ft/L
Exterior Emulsion (Topcoat): *60-70 sq ft/L/ coat

Dilution: upto 75% by volume

---

*Actual coverage is dependent on the substrate condition*
**NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON AQUASIL**

is a water-based, high performance silicone clear, waterproofing compound. It has excellent hydrophobicity, so it does not allow water to penetrate the surface, while giving the product excellent permeability to aid evaporation of blocked moisture from inside.

Coverage: 70-100 sq.m.
for diluted Aquasil (Depending on porosity of surface)

Dilution: (1:9) Aquasil: Water

---

**NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON KLEANWALL**

is a fungicidal solution recommended for highly infested exterior walls.

Coverage:
- 100-110 sq ft/coat

---

**NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON ENHANCER**

is a ready-to-use, high solid, high performance polymer based on acrylic co-polymer. It shows excellent waterproofing property when mixed with cement.

Coverage:
- Waterproofing coating: 30-35 sq ft/kg in 2 coats
- Bonding agent: 45–50 sqft/kg per coat

Mix ratio: (1:1) Enhancer: Cement

---

**NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON WALL+**

is a ready-to-use, high performance SBR based latex.

Coverage:
- Waterproof coating: 22–25 sq ft./kg in 2 coats
- Bonding agent: 45–50 sq ft./kg per coat

Mix ratio: (1:1.5) Wall+: Cement

---

*Actual coverage is dependent on the substrate condition*
NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON STYLFIX TILE GROUT is a cement-based, single component, polymer modified non-shrink tile grout for filling tile joints up to a width of 4mm. It has excellent water repelling, adhesion and workability properties.

Coverage: Approximate coverage per 1kg of grout. Add 5-7% wastage in consumption

Mix ratio: 320 to 350 ml per kg of tile grout

NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON N-SEAL is a cement-based, polymer rich powder mix, used to fill cracks of 3-5mm thickness on plaster surfaces.

Coverage: Approximately 25-30 running mtr/kg

NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON STYLFIX TILE ADHESIVE is a single component, cement-based polymer modified adhesive for fixing tiles on floors, walls (interior/exterior) and even in tile-on-tile areas.

Coverage:
2-3 sq ft/kg for 3mm thickness

NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON FR-PUTTY is an efflorescence resistant, white cement-based, premium quality modified putty.

Coverage:
Approximately 15-16 sq.ft/kg/mm in two coats

*Actual coverage is dependent on the substrate condition
NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON WP+ is specially formulated using selected surface active plasticising agents, chemicals and additives for cement concrete, mortar and plasters. It makes concrete cohesive, prevents segregation and reduces water permeability.

Dosage: 200 ml per 50 kg bag of cement

- Better Compatibility
- Resists corrosion
- Permeability
- Shrinkage
- Workability
- Compressive Strength

NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON HYDRO BLOCK 1K is a one pack, flexible, water proof coating having excellent adhesion to the substrate. It is easy to apply and provides excellent protection against dampness.

Coverage: 15 sq.ft/kg/coat

- Gives excellent protection from dampness
- Micro-sized particles which block water from coming out
- Excellent flexibility to accommodate minor structural movement
- Breathable film to prevent blister formation and to allow water vapour to pass
- Excellent bond strength
- Easy to apply

NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON HYDRO BLOCK 2K is a two component cementitious, flexible waterproofing coating. It is composed of best quality portland cement, properly selected and graded aggregates, additives and acrylic polymer as a binder. It is applied to waterproof and protect concrete structures.

Coverage: 7.5-8 sq.ft/kg/2 coats

- Flexibility
- Waterproof
- Adhesion
- Crack Bridging
- Efflorescence Resistant
- Anti Carbonation
- Seamless Coat
- Application - Easy to apply

NIPPON PAINT WALLTRON NSEAL CRACK FILL PASTE is composed of a high quality weather durable acrylic emulsion polymer, carefully selected fillers, fibers and additives for interior as well as exterior surfaces. Walltron Nseal crack fill paste is an easy to apply, single pack, ready-to-use, water resistant, flexible material for filling cracks in plastered surfaces. It has excellent bonding, durability, and aesthetic appearance.

Coverage: Approx 25–30 running mtr./kg.

- Paste form, non sagging
- Flexibility
- Eco friendly
- Paintability
- Non-staining
- Bonding
- Durability
- Non-toxic

*Actual coverage is dependent on the substrate condition